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INVITED PAPER 

36 SIZE EFFECTS ON FRACTURE 
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SIMULTANEOUS FATIGUE AND 
RA TE-SENSITIVITY 
Z.P. BA2.ANT 
Department of Civil Engineering, Northwestern University, 
Evanston, IL, USA 

1. Summary and Review of Recent Result. 

The size effect, defined as the dependence of Dominalatreqth (i.e., the maxi
mum load divided by atructure dimension and thickness) of geometrically aimilar 
atructures on their aize, is quite pronounced in all brittle heteqenoUi materi
ala that exhibit distributed crac:Idns; yet it is almoet uniformly iporecl in the 
current practice. The usual finite element codes without some localization lim
iter are unable to deacribe it hec:&ue of apurious localization of strain-softening 
damap. Until a lew yean ago it has been generally believed that the aize effect 
is explained by WeibuD-type atatiatical theory of random strength, and can thus 
be reIecated to the safety factora. This is true, howewr, only for purely brittle 
atructures that fail at initiation of ID&ClOIIcopic aack powth, as is the case for 
steel structures. . 

Due to their heteroceneity and large .ize of the fracture proceaa zone, quasib
rittle atructures, includiOCreinlorced (and some plain) concrete structures as well 
as rock masaea, modern touch ceramics and ice plates, typically &lOW large stable 
fractures prior to reac::hiOC their maximum load. This desirable behavior cauaea 
a .trong· deterministic aize effect which ovenhadowa the atatistical aize effect. 
Explanation: in a laqer atructure, the energy release due to fracture comes from 
a larger volume, and aince a U¢t fracture c!xtenaion diaipatea a fixed amount of 
energy, the energy density in a larger atructure (and thus also the nominalatreu) 
must be lower. . 

The .present ·leicture reviews recent advances in which the aize effect law for 
quasibriule atructures (Fig. l}.bas been theoreticaDy formulated and experimen
tally validated (see Bibliography). It also explains how the knowledce of this 
law can be exploited to characterize and measure the material fracture energy 
with other nonlinear fracture characteriatics, and to define a brittleneaa number 
of a structure. Further it ahowl how the finite element method can capture the 
size effect if lOme form of a nonlocal continuum damaF concept is introduced 
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(Fig. 3). The aize effect in fatigue fr&4iure, rate aenaitivity and the influence of 
creep are diecuued in detail, and a new formulation ill presented. Fin&lly, it is 
argued that all the articles of concrete desip codes de&1ins with brittle failures 
have to be revieed. 

Altho. the lire effect due \0 enerc releue appean \0 dominate in most 
struct~, the statistical nature of ID&terial strength C&DDot be denied. However, 
the exiatins theory,bued on Weibull (1939), is theoretically inadequate because 
it ignores the streIB redistributions due \0 fracture powth prior to maximum 
load, which cauae a .trong deterministic aize effect. 

It is shown that a proper remedy is achieved by poatul&tins that the failure 
probability of .man representative wluJDel of the Dl&terial depends on the nonJo
ca.l strain (i.e., the spatial average of strain over the representative wlume) rather 
than the local .tress. Asymptotic integration of the Weibull-type probability in
tegral over the structure volume leads to a refined .ize effect law &m&1g&m&ting 
the deterministic and statistical.ize effects (Fig. 4). The previoUily derived size 
effect lAw is obtained AI the limiting cue. 

New measurements of size effect in diagonalshe&r failure of reinforced concrete 
beams without stirrupa (F"Ig. 1) verify the theory and prove that Weibull-type 
theory is inapplicable. 

2. Some New R.e.uIU on the Influence of Loadinl Rate and Fatisue 
on Fraeture Growth and Size Etreet 

After a brOad review of the results recently achieved at Northwestern Univer
sity, which h"ve ~ or are beins published in detail elsewhere and have been 
summarized~wenow present in detaillOlDe new results on the influence of 
loading rate .and (&tigue on fracture properties, includiJas the size effect. 

2.1 Effect of Materiat Creep 'and Fracture Growth Velocity 

First we summariZe the formul&tion presented at a recent conference (Bdant, 
1990). Fracture of oontrete is Jmown \0 exhibit a significant sensitivity ,to the 
rate of lo&ding. For oontrete, the influence of the rate of loading on fracture 
propagation is even more pronounced and iafurther compounded by viicoe1aa
ticity of the Dl&terial in the eJltire structure. To calculate the responze of a 
structure, AI well AI to beabJe to evaluate lAboratory measurements, the most 
important is the determination of the load or reaction P AI a function of the 
load-point displacement u and time t for a prescribed loading regime. For the 
special cue of r&te-independeot elastic behavior, the Ioad-deflection curve of a 
fractured .pecimen is given by the following well-Jmown relAtions (Babnt and 
Cedolin, Sec. 12.4) 

u = !PO(G), C(a}-= Co + ifea), feci) = f[l;(al)]tdal (1) 

P = 1rId Kf(c) 
I;(a) 
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(aee e.g., Batant and Cedolin, 1991, Sec. 12.4), in which E = Young's elastic 
modulus, C = eeca.nt compliance of the cracked structure for a unit value of E 
(the actual compliance is C = CE), Co = initial elastic compliance for a unit 
E-value before any crack has formed, 0 = 0./41 = relative crack length, 41 = 
characteristic dimension (size) of the structure, b = structure thickness, Kf(c) 
= R-curve (resistance curve) of Kl determined for the given specimen geometry 
and material type (which may be determined &om size elect tests), and G(o) 
= nondimensionalized energy release rate defined by writing Kr = P k(o)/b..fd 
(the energy release rate then is G = KUE = P2g(0)/E 11'41, g(o) = [k(0)]2). 
(Note'that R(e) = [KjI(c)]2 / E = energy R-curve.) For plane strain conditions, 
E needs to be replaced by (1 _ ,,2). 

To incorporate into these equations the effect of (aging) linearly viscoelastic 
behavior outside the fracture process zone, we proceed aifollows. For uniaxial 
stress, the aging viscoelastic stress-strain relation is 

E(t) = ! J(t, t')du(t') (3) 

(Stieltjes integral). Here shrinkage and thermal expansion are neglected; u, E = 
uniaxial stress and strain, J( t, t') = given compliance function of the material that 
characterizes creep, representing strain at age t caused by a unit uniaxial stress 
applied at",e t'. Eq. 3 may be written in an operator form &I E(t) = E.-lu(t) 
wh~ E.-I ia. the creep operator defined by this equation. The load-displacement 
relation may' be obtained from the corresponding elastic relation by replacing 
1/ E with the corresponding creep operator E.-I. Thus, &om Eq. 1, 

vet) = £. J(t, t')d{P(t')C[o.(t')]} (4) 

For the purpose of numerical solution, time t is subdivided by discrete times 
t,,(r = 0,1,2,3 ..• ) into time .teps ~t" = t" - 4-1' Time to represents the age at 
the first loading. Using the trapezoidal rule (the error of which is proportional 
to ~12), we may approximate Eq. 4 as 

" v" = E Jr .. -i(P,C, - P,-lC,-l) ,-I " 
(5) 

where subscriyt r refers to time tr and. - t, refers to time t, - ~t,/2; P, = 
pet,); C, = C[a(I,)]; Jr .. -r = J(tr' "-i); and the initial load value is P(to) = 
Po = O. Writing Eq. 5 for tr_1 insttad of tr, i.e., Vr_1 = E:;~ Jr_I .. _l(P,t, -
P,-lo,_I) and subtracting this &om Eq. 5 one gets 

~Ur = ~(Prtr - Pr.~ICr-l) + ~v:"",, (6) 
r 

in which ~ur = Ur - Ur-I, 1/ E: = Jr,r-t and 

r-I 

~u:"" = E(Jr .. -t - Jr-t .. -i)(P,C, - P,-IC,-t) for r > 2 (7) 
,=1 
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(this is analogous to the leneral reiationa in Ba!ant, ed., 1988, p. 116). It may 
be noted that the accuracy can be somewhat improved if, instead of J.,r_ i' the 
etrectivemodulus approximation, 1/ E: = J,.,,._I = J(t,., t,._I), is used for the last 
step. Eq. 7 is applicable only for r > 2. For the firat two steps, 

for r = 1: Au, = UI = J1,oPIOI (8) 
for ;. = 2: Au, = J2,I(P2C2 - P,CI) + (J2.1 - Jq)P1C1 

The forqoing analysis must now be generalized by inoorporating a law for the 
growth of crack length a(f). Materi&ls that, under a oonatant very fast loading 
rate, follow linear elastic fracture mechanics exhibit, at slower rates, crack growth 
that approximately obeys the law 

ci = ICc (Kl{P})- exp [-!!.. (1. - ~)] 
K

" 
Ro T To 

(9) 

in which K, = stress intenaity factor produced by load P, U = activation energy 
of aack srowth, Ro = las constant, T = absolute temperature, To = reference 
temperature, and ICc,n = empirical material constanta. The applicability of this 
well-known relation to concrete has been verified in Ba!&nt and Prat (1988), but 
without oonsidering difFerent specimen sizes and the nonlinearity of fracture. To 
take into acc:ount nonlinear fracture properties and obtain the correct transitional 
size efFect (~with the size effect law), Eq. 9 must be generalized as: 

. (-Kl{P»)- [, U (1 1 )] . Pk(a) 
a = ICc K?(c) exp - Ro T - To = I(P,a), With K,(P) = Ir/d 

(10) 
where I is a function of P and G, as defined by this equation, and Kf(c) is the 
given R-curve (determined in advance for the given structure geometry). For the 
time step (fr - It 4), Eq. 10 yields 

(11) 

The following algorithm may be uaed in every time step At,. (for r > 2), 
in which the previous values Go, GIt ... G,._I; Po, ... Pr- 1; "0, ... u,.-l are already 
known. . 

1. Setting P"-l = P,.-l and G"-l = Or-It calculate Ao,. = I(P,._a,G,._l)Atr 
(Eq. 11) as the firat estimate, and set Gr-l = Gr -1 + !Ao,.,Gr = Or-I + Ao,.. 
Evaluate 0,. = C{ 0,.) from Eq. 1. 

2. Loop on iterations. 

3. Calculate .Au~eep from Eq. 7. Then, using prescribed Au. (or prescribed 
P,.), calculate P,. (or Au,.) from Eq. 6. Then calculate Aa,. from Eq. 11 and 
obtain updated values G,.-l = 4,.-1 + lAo,. and Or = 4,._1 + Aer • Evaluate 

updated Or = O( Gr) from Eq. 1. 
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4. Check the given tolerance criterion, requiring that the absolute value of the 
change of Pr in the l&8t iteration be less than lePrl where e is a given small 
number (e.g., e = 10-'). If violated, go to 2 and start the next iteration. If 
8&tisfied, go to 1 and start the first iteration of the next time step 6tr+l' 

The special cue in which the crack propagation law is time-dependent but 
the material behavior is time-independent (elutic) is obtained from the preceding 
algorithm if one sets J(t, t') = II E for t ~ t'. 

Another special cue arises when the crack propagates ACCOrding to the classi
cal time-independent law of fracture mechanics (with a-curve) while the material 
creeps. This situation is approached when 4 - 0 for KI < K?(c), and 4 - 00 

for KI > K?(c), i.e., when for KI < K?(c) the rate 4 is almost 0 and for 
KI> K?(c) the rate 4 is extremely large. Such behavior is obtained from Eq. 10 
when n - 00. The foregoing algorithm, however, cannot be expected to converge 
well for extremely large n values~ and it is preferable to obtain the limiting cue 
of time-independent aadt propagation law directly. In that cue, for a propagat
ing crack we simply have the conditionKl= K?(c), which replaces Eqs. 9-11 
while Eqs. 4-8 remain applicable. The values of Or and O. in Eqs. 6-8 must 
now be such that the relationPr = Ir/d K?(cr)/k(o .. ) be always 8&tisfied when 
Cr = a,. - ClO, Or = a,.11l. From this relation, the load increment is 

6Pr = In/d. (K?(Cr-l + 6C1r ) _ K?(Cr-t») 
. . k (0 .. -, + 'T) k(O .. _I)· 

(12) 

At the S&Jlle time, Eq. 6 may be rewritten in the form 

1 [- -]" 611r = E" (Pr-t + 6Pr)C(Clr_t + 6a,.) - P .. -tC .. - t + 6u .. .. 
(13) 

Before starting the IIOlution oftime step 6t .. , the values of E:, l1u:, Pr- h CI .. -h Cr-l. Or-l 
are known, and thus Eqs. 12-13 cOntain two uJlknowna: 6a,. and either.6P .. or . 
6'4. If 6Pr is prescribed, then 6a,. may he IIOlved fint from Eq. 12 (e.g., by 
Newton iterations) and then 611r from Eq. 13. If 6'4 is prescribed, then Eqs. 12 
and 13 represent two simultaneous nonlinear equations for 6a,. and 6P .. , which 
may be 80Ived iteratively. 

The rate-of-loading effect on fracture h&8 been studied experimentally by the 
size effect method. The moat interesting result (B~t and Gettu, 1989) is that 
the effective length of the fracture process ZOO~ decreases &8 the loading rate 
increases. and thUII the respon.8e is getting mote brittle, closer to LEFM. This 
is seen in Fig.S which shows that, (or specimens of three sizes (1:2:4), the max 
(TN-points shift to the right (i.e., toward a higher brittleness P) as the time to 
reach the peak load inaeases (tests at constant displacements rates). 

2.2 Size Effect Adjustmen~ of Paris Law for Fatigue Fracture 

Let us now consider another phenomenon causing aacks to grow - fatigue. 
For the moment, we ignore creep and fracture growth velocity. According to 
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the size effect law proposed in BaZant (1984), the nominal strength, defined as 
(IN = P/6d where P = maximum load, depends on structure size d approximately 
as 

(14) 

where B f. and do are two empirical constants and J: is choaen to represent 
the tensile strength. From this law one can show that the apparent stress inten
sity factor determined by methods of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) 
depends on the structure size as 

(15) 

Under repeated loading, cracks tend to grow, even if there is no creep (Eq. 3) 
and no time-dependent fracture growth (Eq. 9). This is described by the weD
known Paris law (Paris, Gomez, Anderson, 1961; Paris, Erdogan, 1963). Appli
cability of this law to fatigue crack growth in concrete has been verified by Swartz 
and Go, 1984. Since Paris law describes the crack growth &8 a function of the 
amplitude of the stress intensity factor K I , a question arises with respect to the 
size effect. In monotonic loading, the stress intensity factor does not provide suf
ficient characterization of fracture when different sizes are considered, as is clear 
from Eq. 15. The same phenomenon must be expected for cyclic fracture, espe
cially since fracture under monotonic loading can be regarded &8 a limiting case 
of fracture under cyclic loading. Recent fatigue fracture experiments on notched 
concrete beams at Northwestern University have shown that the fatigue crack 
growth in geometrically similar specimens of different sizes can be described ~y 
the following law: 

(16) 

in which KII = fracture toughness for an infinitely large specimen, I:1KI = amplil
tude of the stress intensity factor, K,c = apparent fracture toughness according 
to Eq. 15, N = number of load cycles, 1:14/I:1N = crack length extension per 
cycle; and C, m = constants. For fJ .... 00, this equation reduces to the weD
known Paris law. For normal size concrete specimens, however, the deviations 
from Paris law are quite significant. This is revealed by the experimental results 
in Fig. 6 for three different sizes in the. ratio 1:2:4. In this plot, the Paris law 
gives one inclined straight line of slope n, but it is seen from Fig. 6 that for each 
size a different straight line results. The solid straight lines represent Eq. 16. 

2.3 Proposed Load-Deflection Curve Calculation for 
Fatigue with Size Effect 

Eq. 16 isi.he most !imple, direct generalization of Paris' law for size effect, 
which remaiD.:'.! in th~ sphit of linear elastic {racture"mechanics. It represents the 
fatigue counterpart of modeling the size effect in monotonic loading through an 
adjustment of the fracture toughness, as stated inEq. 15. A more fundamen
tal, and more general fracture formulation which yields the proper size effect in 
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monotonic loading is obtained by using the R-curve, Kf(c), which may itself be 
best determined from measured maximum load. of .pecimens of difFerent aizes. 
Since monotonic fracture is a limit case of fatigue fracture when the load ampli
tude 6.P approaches zero,,, more fundamental geo«alization of Paris law, which 
should have .. greater generality tha.n that propoeed in Bdant a.nd Xu (1991), 
should have the form 

6.0 ( 6.K, )'" '"Kii = /CI Kf(c) ,C = 0 - Go (17) 

where lei is .. constant. The aize efFect &riaea from the fact that in a large specimen 
the aame length of aack growth requires .. larger 6.K I, and thus larger 6.P and 
larger AtTN. Note also that with Kf(e), Eq. 17 becomes analogous to ~ 10. 

From Eq. 1, we have, for small incrementa 6.0 at constant P, 6.u = P[dC(a.)/daJ6.a./ E. 
Substitution for 6.0 aexording to Eq. 17 yields the deflection increment during 
6.t due to load cycling alone: 

A qc _ P dC[o(t)] A _. 'th A qc _ (6.K,)m IAt 
~U - E do UCI ,WI Qa. - "I Kf[c(t)] ~ (18) 

where 16.t = 6.N, I = frequency. Step-by-step integration of this equation 
provides the load-de8ection hiatory u.(t) under cyclic loading, with the rate 
effects neglected. 

2.4 Proposed Generalisation (or Simultaneous Fatigue and Rate Effect. 
at Varioul Structure Sizes 

Paris' law, as well as its generalizations in Eqs. 16 and 17, does not contain 
time and load frequency. The crack growth depends only on the number of cycles. 
This means that Catigue-erack growth in rate-insensitive materials is &88umed to 
be the same as for infinitely fast cycling. Thus, for a material that is rate-sensitive, 
we may imagine that during .. finite interval 6.t = tr - 4-1 the cycles 6.N happen 
infinitely faat (instantly) at the middle of time interval, t~-t = (4-1 + 1.)/2, so 
that the creep and crack cromh efFect during 6.N are negligible, and all the 
creep and aack growth happen during the rest of the time interval while there 
is no load cycling. So we may superpose the deflection increments according to 
Eqs. 18, 11 and 6, whidl furnishes 

A = PrCr-P~-lCr-1 + A creepPr-tdC(Gr-t)(A qc+ A". ...... ") 
Ur E" uUr E do u(J ~(J 

with 

6.0· = /CJI (Ktc:~t») '" 6.tr , 

6.rr-'" = +(PJ'-t,Qr-t)6.tr 

where subscripts r -i refer to the midstep. 
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Alluming history independence of fatipe rate and crack gowth rate, we m&y 
further extend this equation to eyelins of variable amplitude, and load variation 
durin, eycq. To this end, we need to replace AK, with AK"_l and / with 
/r-i' Eqs. 19-21 Dl&y be integrated in a similar a)soritbm as described below 
Eq. 11. In the fint iteration of the step all the unknowns with subscript r - ! 
have to be &IIumed equal to their values at /r-i' and in the subaequent iterations 
they are hued on the preceding iteration. 

3. CODclu.ion 

The size elect; which is probably the most important consequence of fracture 
mechanics, can be handled with great generality on the basis of the approximate 
size elect law proposed previously. The theory bued on the lIize effect 1&w, which 
has originally been fonnulated for deterministic material properties, monotonic 
loading, and rate-independent behavior without creep, can be extended to cover 
random material strength in the sense of WeibuU as well as the effects of fatigue 
due to load cycling, material creep and rate sensitivity of fracture growth. 
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